JEAN IMPEY
SESSION I • Sunday to Friday, February 24-March 1, 2019

Collage with Courage

SUPPLY LIST

• Working Sewing Machine with the ability to raise and lower feed dogs, it is also preferable (but not absolutely necessary) to have the machine capabilities of “needle down,” bring a knee lift (even if you don’t like them), and a table to extend your workspace for your machine.
• Darning foot, freehand embroidery foot, quilting foot (Your favorite FMQ foot)

BASIC SEWING TOOLS

• Sharp 4 - 5” sewing scissors
• A rotary cutter and mat
• Glass headed pins
• Sewers’ Aid
• Work surface on which you can leave your project undisturbed

• Assortment of Sewing Machine needles including: Metalfil or Metallica 80/12 and Topstitch needles 80, 90, 100
• Table top lights are great and improve your personal space

• Multi plug extension cord
• A Sheet or fabric to cover your workspace each evening

FABRICS AND TRIMS:

• 1 yard muslin for underlining
• Backing for your project
• Focal Point fabric and Novelty fabrics
• Decorator fabrics
• Vintage Fabrics
• “Dry Clean Only” type fabrics (fabric scraps from items you would not normally put in the washer/dryer)
• Tullies
• Sheers

• Metallic and Mylar fabrics
• Fabrics with words, letters
• hand dyes, left over project or blocks, bleached or discharged fabrics
• Reverse side of prints
• Trims and ribbons
• Novelty threads including Cottons, Rayons, Metallics, Mylar, Variegated, Polyester,
• Florescent, different weights and colors
• Angelina Fibers (optional)
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